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SLIDE ONE 
Welcome to my paper on Development Hell or in this case unscripted TV - 
Development Hell. 
 
SLIDE TWO 
So, hi guys, I’m Dan Twist and for the past twenty years, I’ve been a TV 
Development Producer for TV broadcasters and independent production 
companies, in Scotland and UK. This includes a time as Channel Executive at 
Channel 4 and working for the University of the West of Scotland. I even picked 
up a BAFTA Scotland and RTS Scotland award along the way  – no big deal!  
 
So this paper will discuss my practice research, and as I still work in the TV 
industry, it will describe the myriad of Development Hell that hopefully results 
in the sniff of a TV series commission.  
 
I have experienced development hell in the TV sector and Channel side. 
Developing and winning unscripted TV series commissions in Factual 
Entertainment, Formats and Documentary.  
 
 
SLIDE THREE 
Here’s a selection of TV series I’ve had commissioned over the years. Some of 
them I went on to produce. Each one contains some of my blood, sweat and 
tears – I can tell you! 
 
From early in my career, I’ve been known as ‘Dan the ideas man’. I just felt the 
need to push TV ideas under the noses of my Executive Producers. Often 
getting short shrift from my superiors that my ideas were all wrong. Quickly 
learning to develop a thick skin. 
 
Gone are the days when TV ideas were commissioned over long lunches with 
TV Execs and Commissioners. Most medium, large or super-indie production 
companies have teams dedicated to thinking of the next big thing. They’re 
large operations and idea machines.  
 
But let me tell you. It’s not easy! For every one of my commissioned ideas. 
There’s thirty ideas that are rejected.  
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SLIDE FOUR  
So, my TV ideas go on a journey. A bit like a train journey that stops at different 
stations.  
 
That’s me at the start there – Development Producer. Throughout the journey 
my ideas get prodded, poked, questioned, analysed, and changed as the idea 
slowly, goes up the ladder.  
 
It’s where you need to be passionate about your idea and convince this chain 
of command to say, ‘yes’ rather than ‘no’.  
 
It’s here where you must be prepared to answer any question THEY throw at 
you.   
 
That’s why TV Development Producers are experts on so many topics. We must 
fully dive into the subject and learn everything about the area we’re 
developing. I mean, that’s why I’m pretty good to have in a pub quiz team.  
 
For a Channel 4 pilot – I was given one week to find high end florists who 
create incredible flower displays for billionaires. I had to study forms of 
Architecture for a Daytime series on building homes. And I’ve been told to ask 
general knowledge questions to shoppers in Manchester for a quiz show idea 
to find Brainy Towns in Britain!      
 
But at any point along the ladder someone says “no”. The idea stops 
progressing. This can happen very early on when I’m pitching ideas to my Head 
of Development or all the way to Channel Control. So at every point I’m trying 
to get people to buy in to my ideas.  
 
I’m lucky that I’ve been privy to meetings within a TV broadcaster too. Often 
commissioning editors are part of various genre teams such as; Daytime, 
Features, Popular Factual, Documentary and Entertainment.  
 
These teams meet to discuss the direction of the Channel and what ideas they 
think should appear in the schedule. These meetings can be let’s say - quite 
tense - because everyone has a point of view.  
 
It’s in these meetings where ideas live or die. Every Commissioning Editor has 
their own slate of ideas, and some try their best to push everyone else’s ideas - 
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out of the frame. Often the ideas that win the day are the ones that have a big 
headline and stand out.  
 
As you can see. There’s a lot of hoops to jump through before TV series end up 
on screen.  
 
 
 
SLIDE FIVE  
And here are some of the main reasons why ideas are rejected. 
 
Timing… idea clashes… lack of the real world… too vague… too niche… in 
correct on screen talent… lack of confidence… and problems with budget or 
lack of it!  
 
So timing - is a big key to success. Is the idea on trend or slightly ahead of the 
trend? It might feel too old, traditional or what some Commissioners call 
“trad”. Or timing could simply be at what time you had the meeting with the 
commissioner and if they enjoyed their lunch!  
 
Idea clashes mean it's already been pitched by someone else, and boy does it 
happen a lot! 
 
I know an example of two production companies, pitched similar ideas to 
different commissioners at the BBC. One company uploaded their idea 
treatment onto the BBC’s commissioning Hub called Pitch - straight away. The 
other company uploaded their treatment slightly later. So the channel 
controller decided to green light the company who submitted their idea 
first! Gutting for the other company! So this leads onto… 
 
TV is trying to change its culture but it’s still dominated by people from middle 
and upper middle-class backgrounds. Indeed, a commissioner I know who 
originally came from a working-class background argues, as soon as, TV 
employees become a Producer or above we are middle class by default.  
 
This means we are all in the same bubble. All talking with the same people, 
experiencing the same life stories, and developing the same ideas - this is a 
problem. It’s why we get idea clashes and it’s also why we develop ideas that 
don’t resonate with the viewing public. They lack the real world.  
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Television workers are twice as likely to have attended a private school and 
only a minority of workers come from non-professional family backgrounds.  
 
There’s a disconnect with TV developers, executives, commissioners, and the 
wider viewing public. It can lead to ideas lacking authentic portrayal and being 
of the real world. Series like Benefits Street and Wife Swap created headlines. 
But viewers want to see themselves reflected on TV, done in a non-
judgemental way.  
 
We can also be accused of the idea being too vague and needs thought beyond 
a top line. Commissioners often expect short taster tapes and treatments that 
really sell the idea. In entertainment, it is expected to play a quiz or game show 
run through which is essentially a none broadcast pilot.  
 
As developers we can all have our own niche passion projects. I have pitched 
ideas about Drag Queens for many years and was told the area was “too niche” 
and “trad”!  Then comes along world renowned drag queen Ru Paul to front a 
drag competition and suddenly the area is appealing again.  
 
I remember in the first COVID-19 Lockdown. Broadcasters were desperate for 
ideas that could be self-filmed in people’s homes. At the time, I was working 
for a company in Northern Ireland, and came up with a fun idea where a group 
of Northern Irish drag queens hosted a chat show from their living rooms.  
 
Now… this idea wasn’t quite what BBC Northern Ireland had in mind for their 
lockdown series. So, I went on to pitch it to Channel 4. They quite liked it, but it 
needed a unique twist. I adapted my idea to create a broader series. It became 
a series where people from all walks of life wrote letters to their loved ones. 
Simply about their experiences. Letters in Lockdown was born and even 
included a young drag queen contributor. You can catch the whole series on 
All4 – sorry about the shameless plug.  
 
This leads me onto having the correct on-screen talent attached to an idea. 
Who is recognisable to the viewer or is an expert in the area? On screen talent 
must be realistic too and due to budget constraints, it's rare we’ll see a huge 
Hollywood star front a daytime quiz!  
 
But it sometimes can just come down to confidence. Are the production 
company confident in delivering the idea and is the commissioner confident in 
the production company delivering the idea. Often larger and super indies will 
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win the commission simply because they have the infrastructure, money and 
personnel to development and deliver the series. 
 
Ultimately budget is the bottom line. We are experiencing tighter budgets and 
advertising revenue decreasing. If an idea is likely to cost too much and isn’t in 
line with the broadcaster’s tariff - it will fall. I attached a budget to every idea I 
pitch just so the commissioner and I know we can make it for the money.  
 
These are just some of the main examples of a commissioner saying no and 
there are plenty more – believe me!  
 
But there is some light amongst the darkness. TV developers are great at 
turning NOs into a YESSES.  
 
 
SLIDE SIX 
In television, no idea officially dies, and sometimes it can be resurrected in a 
different guise many years later.  
 
TV ideas might be put on the back burner until the right time or developed into 
something new. But if you have a belief in the idea - one day it could succeed.  
 
A great example of this is the hugely successful quiz, Who Want to Be a 
Millionaire. Originally called Cash Mountain, it took over two years to be 
commissioned. It had been rejected by several UK broadcasters. But the show's 
creators didn’t give in. They refined, changed and developed it into the well-
known quiz we love today. They even hand-picked some format points from 
their other un-commissioned quizzes on their slate to improve Who Wants To 
Be a Millionaire.   
 
So, the change of title was the biggest sell and of course the chance to win a 
Million Pounds. Suddenly the idea became part of the real world. The title and 
cash prize resonated with the commissioner and then ultimately the viewer – 
we all wish we could win a million pounds, right? It was the first time a Million 
Pounds was a prize on British TV. The new title linked to a well-known song 
and Hollywood movie. Cash Mountain said very little about the idea. Who 
Wants to Be a Millionaire? Explained the show to the viewers, perfectly.  
 
Believe me, quiz development can take years. I was asked by Thames TV to 
develop a quiz that had been on the company's slate for three years called 
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1001 Things You Should Know. The premise was each question should be 
something we should know. But perhaps the answer is on the tip of our 
tongue. For example - What is the date of St. Georges Day? Answer is… 23rd 
April. 
 
The idea was pitched and rejected by the BBC. So we decided to tweak the 
format and pitch it to Channel 4.  I got experts from Channel 4 to ask the quiz 
questions that related to their expertise. This tweak to the format resulted in a 
commission because it related to the broadcaster. Channel 4 is renowned for 
their experts - Kirstie Allsopp and Phil Spencer in Property and Jon Snow in 
News. This meant the quiz had its own Channel 4 identity the viewers could 
relate to. And the Channel loved it.  
 
So, time can be a great healer and it helps ideas to improve and grown. It's 
important to keep the faith, persevere and never give up!  
 
SLIDE SEVEN  
Remember, viewing habits are changing and have vastly changed in a 
Multichannel, Multiplatform Digital era.  
 
Networks are being constantly challenged by Cable and Subscription Video on 
Demand known as SVODs, such as Netflix, Disney Plus and Amazon Prime. So 
series are now being uploaded as a box set and binge watching is a 
phenomena that is continuing to grow. Although this is something enjoyed 
mostly in scripted series. The example of Channel 4’s Married at First Sight 
illustrates unscripted is bingeable too. As long as, there’s an exciting story arc 
across the series.  
 
Cable cutting is also an issue in UK and US. Cable TV subscriptions are in the 
decline and SVOD subscriptions have now taken over costly cable subscription 
for the first time. Although Netflix is struggling with their current subscription 
model to capture new customers.  
 
Collective viewing is pretty much gone. This is where the whole family watch 
TV together in one room. Of course live sport, events and Strictly Come 
Dancing bucks this trend. But TV viewing has become segmented, and viewing 
is spread across various channels and platforms such as YouTube and Tik Tok.   
 
Ultimately - TV series and formats need to sell internationally for production 
companies to make money. The big bucks come when a great format is popular 
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around the world - Pop Idol, The Got Talent franchise, and even the Masked 
Singer are huge format hits that come in various forms, in different countries. 
TV series need a broad appeal so it can be a hit from South Korea to UK.  
 
All this has left broadcasters the delicate operation of commissioning series 
that need to stand out from the crowd, are noisy and entice viewers in a very 
competitive market. 
 
But the flip side of this is we have many TV channels and platforms. And more 
opportunities to pitch and win commissions.  
 
This is where I come in. It’s like the painting of the Forth Bridge - once I win a 
commission - I start the Development Hell process all over again! The 
important thing to remember is - don't give up.  
 
Thank you for listening.  
 
 
 


